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Extra, extra 
Liam Britten 
editor in chief 
Journalism is a funny profession. Few professions exist with such lofty ideals and high-strung principles than those of the 
fourth estate. It seems that it is a profession that 
aims to be less of a profession per se and more 
of a public service; profit and fame aren't the 
goals of the press but public enlightenment is. 
Few fields have such a skewed balance 
of obligation versus reward. Few fields have 
so many codes of behaviour, ethics and moral 
conduct-rather, few fields making less than six 
figures a year. Yet it seems like journalists, as 
a whole, engender distrust in those outside the 
profession. Why? 
It may just be those lofty ideals and high-
strung principles have damned u~ all. Hard 
news reporting should have the goal of public 
education, but too often, we fail to meet this 
goal we've set for ourselves. Instead, it seems 
like we in the press are just looking to get a rise 
out of our readers or just plain outrage them. 
I write this because of a story I read in The 
Province on Sunday about last year's double 
homicide at a sushi restaurant in Maple Ridge. 
A man, who had recently had brain surgery, 
drove his pick-up truck through the window 
of the restaurant, killed two and injured seven 
others. While originally charged with second-
degree murder, his charges have been reduced 
in severity after the facts of his brain surgery 
were better understood. 
The news article, to be clear, isn't bad. In 
fact, it's quite well done. It explains two sides 
of the story-the actions of the man on one 
hand, and his mitigating circumstances on the 
other-and allows readers to make decisions of 
their own with several perspectives on the facts. 
What really makes the article professional 
is the statement from the mother of one of the 
victims. Instead of milking the anguish and 
despair of a grieving mother to give a story that 
"human" feel, the mother, Maritta Kosonen, 
adds a brief quote about how she doesn't feel 
that the charges are strong enough without 
the second-degree murder charges added. No 
hysterics, nothing unreasonable from a grieving 
mother. 
Compare this with the jackal-like approach 
the media took with Carol De Delley, the 
Mother of Tim McLean, who was brutally 
murdered on a Greyhound Bus in the summer 
Correction 
of 2008. De Delley, who is not a law expert or 
a psychologist or anything remotely qualified 
to provide expertise on such matters suddenly 
became the media's go-to contact on the story. 
Suddenly, her great sadness became analogous 
with insight, and in all fairness, it wasn't even 
close; she gave the only reactions you would 
expect a grieving mother who had lost her 
young son under horrific circumstances; despair, 
frustration and anger. 
So why did De Delley and her political 
campaign to have criminals too crazy to 
appreciate their crimes locked up for good get 
so much play in the press? Because it made a 
good damn story, that's why. No one can fault 
De Delley for the way she took the death of her 
son, but the changes she wanted made to the 
law were simply draconian, and not in keeping 
with the spirit of Canadian justice. Yet the 
media chose to represent "her side" and made a 
celebrity out of her. 
And frankly, the media took advantage 
of her. She looked like a crazy lady when she 
was getting all kinds of air time calling for 
these harsh new laws and if the media had any 
decency, they would have not given her such 
attention. I think anyone with the education 
of a professional journalist would realize how 
unreasonable her requests were and would have 
let her campaign on the Internet or elsewhere 
quietly for her own good. In trying to represent 
all sides of the story they should have shown 
restraint and not confused this woman's anguish 
with a legitimate political movement. She 
wasn't a politician with experience in how to 
be media savvy and handle the limelight, she 
was just a woman who had lost her son. And 
even though a lot of hard-core conservatives in 
Canada might genuinely agree with what she 
wanted, I'm guessing there are a lot of people 
who supported her because of what happened to 
her, not what she was saying. 
In many cases the media has made its own 
bed when it comes to public perceptions of it. 
And the bed that it needs to lie in isn't going to 
be comfortable at all. 
Your friend in high fidelity, 
Liam Britten 
Editor in chief 
The Other Press 
In our October 14 issue, our weekly Students and Money feature mentioned that 
FastTrax stickers are available in the library at the New West Campus and in 
room 3100 at David Lam. They are in fact available in both libraries, as well as 
room B1250 of David Lam and room 3100 of New West. 
The Other Press regrets this error. 
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Facebook refuses to remove deceased woman's account 
By Tanya Colledge, Staff Reporter 
When a relative passes away, the last thing you would expect or want to see is that person suddenly updating their Facebook status. 
Unfortunately, this was the case for a girl in Nova Scotia, 
whose mother's account had been hacked by a virus on the 
popular social networking site. 
from reoccurring. She was denied due to Facebook's policy 
for deceased users which states that accounts are to be 
memorialized; sensitive information removed and set so that 
only confirmed friends can see the profile or find the person 
in a search; the wall to be kept so that friends and family can 
leave posts in remembrance. 
Social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter 
have been the recent targets of many hackers and sparnmers 
who have begun to attack by means other than traditional 
email and websites. The Breimer's are now considering 
taking legal action against CleanseProX and Facebook to try 
and put an end to such scams that are not only invasions of 
privacy, but potentially devastating to the friends and family 
members of the affected accounts. 
15-year-old Shelby Breimer lost her mother nine 
months ago after a long battle with breast and lung cancer; 
but when Shelby logged onto Facebook a couple of 
weeks ago, she was surprised by an unsettling message 
from her mother, Helen, boasting about a product called 
CleansneProX. 
"I'm 8-112 pounds lighter thanks to the FREE trial pack 
of this new colon cleanser that I got! Visit PurgeColon.net 
to get yours!" read the fake testimonial. It appeared to have 
been updated using a Facebook cell phone application that 
Shelby's mother never had. 
Similar complaints were made from Facebook users, 
whose accounts had also been hacked and were sending 
messages and updating statuses similar to Helen's . Helen's 
friends and family complained to the company in question, 
CleansneProX, who promised it would remove the ad and 
post an apology on Facebook. Not only was there was no 
apology, but a new ad shortly appeared on Helen Breimer's 
page. 
Shelby Breimer demanded that the account be shut 
down by the social networking site to prevent such activities 
Fin Donnelly makes sustainability a priority 
NDP candidate opposes HST, wants Evergreen Line completed 
By Trevor Dore 
Dawn Black's resignation as the Member of Parliament for the New Westrninster-Coquitlam riding has 
forced a federal by-election, which will 
take place November 9 . Fin Donnelly is the 
New Democrat candidate in the ridin&, and 
The Other Press had the opportunity to get 
together with him and get his thoughts on 
the issues . 
After seven years at the municipal level, 
Fin Donnelly "felt the time was right" to 
move to federal politics. Being a local 
candidate, born in New Westminster, raised 
in Port Moody and now living and working 
in Coquitlam has connected Donnelly with 
the riding and his many years working as a 
Coquitlam city councillor have made him 
intricately aware of the unique local issues. 
Many conversations with residents have 
yielded a familiar response about the 
impacts of the Harmonized Sales Tax on 
families , seniors , small businesses and 
students. "Seven per cent will make a 
difference," Donnelly said. He plans to 
address concerns about the HST as well as 
concerns about transit, affordable housing 
and the environment. 
In regards to students, Donnelly is focused 
on reducing the debt load that students 
accumulate over the course of post-
secondary studies . Donnelly wants young 
people to get involved in higher education 
and feels they should be supported in 
making that decision. "Students should not 
be left with a massive debt at the beginning 
of their career," he added. 
Donnelly believes that the HST will also 
impact the amount of jobs available to 
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students and acknowledges that B.C. has 
the lowest minimum wage in the country. 
Donnelly and the New Democrats favour 
higher minimum wages and are even 
looking to implement a national minimum 
wage. 
Douglas College's New Westminster 
campus is located close to the SkyTrain 
and the proposed Evergreen line would link 
the David Lam campus. As a Member of 
Parliament, Donnelly would be committed 
to raising the voice to get adequate funding 
and get the Evergreen line in place. "The 
Evergreen line is way overdue," he said. 
He is also focused on increasing transit 
service in the riding. He feels efficient and 
effective mass transit system provides the 
ability to move people around in a climate-
friendly manner and is key to a sustainable 
community. 
Conducting matters in an eco-friendly 
manner is essential to Donnelly, who is 
known for his environmental track record. 
He swam the 1 ,4{)() kilometre length of 
the Fraser River twice to raise awareness 
about environmental issues. Donnelly is 
also executive director of the Rivershed 
Society of BC, a charitable organization 
dedicated to protecting the health and 
biodiversity of the Fraser River. Donnelly 
says he is committed to the environment 
and sustainable communities and will fight 
to ensure that environmental issues are 
addressed. 
The by-election for New Westrninster-
Coquitlam will be held on November 9, 
although advance polling will be available 
for those who cannot vote that day. Keep 
reading The Other Press for more candidate 
profiles in the corning weeks. 
Douglas College Wrap-Up 
By Kristina Mameli 
Douglas joins the Vancouver 2010 
Community Contributor Program 
Douglas has joined the Vancouver 2010 Community 
Contributor Program, a project commissioned by 
VANOC to provide teachers and students with an 
opportunity to have special projects and activities 
related to the Games showcased on the official 
website. 
Teachers who submit the work of their students 
will receive official2010 certificates and, mementos 
for their schools. All submissions will also be entered 
in a grand prize draw in February. 
For more info on the project check out http:// 
www.vancouver20 IO.com. 
Exam schedule posted online 
Douglas's Registrar 's Office has posted an online 
exam schedule for Fall 2009 exams. For the schedule, 
check: http://registrar.douglas.bc.ca/exam.htm. 
You could win $100 
Douglas' Student Services is offering $100 to be put 
towards tuition or bookstore costs to a lucky student. 
Any current student that fills out a five-question 
survey is eligible for the draw. 
Find the survey at: http://tinyurl.com/yhqrgcd. 
Douglas students to rally in Victory Square: U-Pass Bash 
Students to support the OnePassNow Campaign October 21 
By Kristina Mameli, News Editor 
On Wednesday October 21, the Douglas Student Union is encouraging students to trek to Victory Square for a friendly 
rally in support of the OnePassNow campaign. 
The DSU, in conjunction with UBC's Alma 
Mater Society and both Vancouver Community 
College and Emily Carr's student unions, has 
been working on the campaign which is urging 
the Premier to make good on his election 
promise to institute a universal U-Pass for all 
Metro Vancouver students. 
The DSU has arranged for shuttle busses to 
bring students to and from the event. The busses 
will be leaving Douglas' New Westminster 
campus from 7'h Street at 11:30 a.m. for the 
rally which starts at noon. The DSU has also 
requested that instructors give leniency to 
students attending the rally. 
The rally comes just two days before the 
Mayor's Council votes on a 10-yearTransLink 
Plan-a move that could drastically affect the 
OnePassNow campaign's efforts to gain a single 
$25 per month U-Pass for Vancouver students. 
Olympic medals unveiled 
The medals hold a series of Olympic firsts 
By Kristina Marnell, News Editor 
T he official Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympic medals were revealed Thursday in Vancouver. The medals, which feature orca and raven 
designs representing both the Olympics and 
Paralympics respectively, also hold a series of firsts 
in Olympic history. Each medal is unique, part of a 
larger whole designed by Corrine Hunt, a Vancouver 
designer and artist of Komoyue and Tlingit heritage. 
With the medals, each Olympian will receive a silk 
scarf with the full image printed on it so they can see 
where their medal fits in with the medals of other 
athletes. 
The orca is representative of a strong creature 
that lives in a community, or pod. Hunt views the 
Olympics as a type of community. The raven, the 
symbol of the Paralympics, represents being able to 
Organizers hope that student support at the rally 
will send a strong message to both Premier 
Gordon Campbell and the Mayor's Council. 
Hot pink has become the campaign's colour 
of choice and student supporters are encouraged 
to wear the colour as a show of solidarity. 
rise above and persevere in the face of adversity and 
is in honour of Hunt's paraplegic uncle . 
Intended to represent the landscape of the West 
Coast, the medals are undulated, another first. Each 
was hit nine times to achieve the look representative 
of our mountains, waves and snow, as part of a 30-
step process. 
The Olympic medals are circular, while the 
Paralympic medals are a more squared circle; all 
weigh more than 500 grams each-the heaviest in 
Olympic and Paralympic history. 399 Paralympic and 
615 Olympic of the specimens were produced. 
On the other side, in both official languages, 
are the names of the Games, the 2010 emblems and 
the name of the respective sport in which it will be 
awarded. On the Paralympic medals, "With Glowing 
Hearts/Des plus brillants exploits," is written in 
Braille on the blue and green ribbon. 
Olympic-related road closures to start in November 
What you need to, but don't want to, know about transportation in Vancouver 
News Shorts 
By Kristina Marnell 
Shooting in Burnaby 
A man is dead following a suspected targeted shooting in Burnaby 
Wednesday afternoon. Police were thankful no one other than the 
27-year-old man was hurt in the daylight shooting outside Dancin' 
Stars Performing Arts studio and Columbia Martial Arts Academy 
on Edmonds Street. Multiple shots, as many as 6 according to 
an anonymous witness, were fired around 4:30 p.m.-a time and 
place that could easily have put parents and children headed for 
afterschoollessons in grave danger. 
The victim has since been identified and was known to 
police. His name has not been released at the time of this writing. 
New West becomes the new home of the Richmond Night Market 
Raymond Cheung, the former operator of the Richmond Night 
Market plans to relaunch the event in a vacant lot beside 
Queensborough's Starlight Casino. The market, which originally 
shut down in 2007, is expected to be a carnival style family affair, 
and will include food, kiosks, entertainment, rides, games and 
free parking. 
Cheung is in the final stages of obtaining the right permits so 
the event can go ahead. 
$30 million spent by VANOC for post-Games 
Vancouver's Olympic Committee plans to dole out as much as 
$30 million in bonuses in order to keep employees until after the 
Olympic and Paralympic Games finish in March 2010. According 
to VANOC's Deputy CEO Dave Cobb, the raises were negotiated 
long ago and were calculated according to seniority. They are 
designed to keep employees from leaving during the final stretch 
pre-Games. In the past, other committees have lost an average of 
12 employees during that time period. 
VANOC is currently operating with a $1.76 billion budget 
that is mostly privately funded. CEO John Furlong has said that 
he expects to break even at the end of the Games. 
By Kristina Marnell, News Editor 
Getting downtown just got that much more difficult. VANOC officials plan to implement Olympic 
related traffic restrictions as early as November 1. 
Not to worry-there are many more to follow leading up to 
the Games in February. 
on that side of False Creek as well as on 1". This list of 
restrictions courtesy of CBC.ca: 
5 to March 2. 
According to officials, residents and workers in these areas 
will still have access to their homes and places of employ. 
The success of the plan relies on urging Vancouverites 
to favour transit over driving and to avoid Olympic areas 
during peak hours. The aim of the plan is to see a 30 per 
cent reduction in commuter traffic along major arteries . 
There is also a distinct emphasis on planning ahead. Here 
• Quebec Street, between Terminal Street and 
2nd Avenue, from January 15 to March 25. 
• Renfrew Street, between Hastings Street and 
McGill Street, from January 24 to March 1. 
• Canada Place and Waterfront Road from 
• 
• 
January 27 to February 28. 
Quebec Street southbound only, between 
Keefer Street and Terminal Street, from 
January 29 to March 2. 
Granville between Smithe and Cordova, Robson 
between Bute and Beatty, the Hamilton/Mainland corridor 
between David Lam Park and Georgia, Beatty between 
. Smithe and Dunsmuir will all be pedestrian only areas 
between noon and midnight from February 12-28. 
Transit will be the only option for those travelling to 
Olympic and Paralympic venues, where there will be no 
public parking from February 4 to March 1. Stopping and 
parking on the street will also be severely restricted during 
that time frame. 
in Vancouver, that means not travelling downtown between 
7-9 a.m. and making sure you don't leave between 2-7 p.m. 
And officials are hoping that transit will be your preferred 
mode of transportation-short of walking or Diking that is. 
On November 1, all traffic surrounding the Olympic 
Village will be severely restricted including the seawall 
• 
Expo and Pacific Boulevards, between Nelson 
Street and Quebec Street, from January 29 to 
March2. 
Midlothian Avenue, between Dinmont Avenue 
and Ontario Street, from February 1 to March 
2. 
The worst however, starts February 11. A roadblock at 
Alice Lake on the Sea to Sky Highway will be set up from 
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily. Special permits will be issued to 
residents and businesses starting in November. 
• Georgia and Dunsmuir Viaducts from February 
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Canada's first gold medal: Richmond 
Oval wins top design award 
By Tanya Colledge, Staff Reporter 
T he devastation that is the pine beetle-killed forests of British Columbia found its silver lining on Friday 
at the Institution of Structural Engineers 
awards gala, where the Richmond Oval's 
spectacular wooden roof design won first 
prize. 
The annual competition seeks to 
recognize the work of the world's most 
London; and the New Elephant House in 
Copenhagen. 
Fast+ Epp's unique design was 
constructed using a blend of materials , 
including one million feet of lumber 
harvested from pine beetle-killed forests 
and used as a structural element to conceal 
the roof's mechanical systems and provide 
the oval with such an impressive structure. 
The sustainable project has also made the 
Richmond Oval one of the largest wooden 
"Fast+ Epp's unique design was constructed using a blend of 
materials, Including one million feet of lumber harvested from pine 
beetle-/c/1/ed forests." 
talented structural designers and showcase 
their masterpieces on a global scale. The 
prestigious award for Sports and Leisure 
Structures was awarded to design firm 
Fast+ Epp, beating out other remarkable 
structures from around the world such as 
the 2008 Olympic Games' Beijing National 
Stadium (a.k.a. Bird's Nest) in Beijing; 
the Wimbledon Centre Court roof in 
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roofs in the world, measuring 65 acres in 
size. 
The use of the dead pine-beetle wood 
for this project sheds some positive light 
and hope that much more of the thousands 
of acres of destroyed forest in B.C. can 
be harvested and used to create more 
aesthetically beautiful and sustainable 
structures in our province. 
Models of Inspiration: A ROSE Filmathon 
Remember Our Sisters Everywhere use Douglas to host a day of inspiration 
Kristina Mameli 
news editor 
On Saturday October 24 at 10:30 a.m., room 2203 at Douglas' New Westminster campus will play 
host to an inspirational filmathon presented 
by ROSE, the Remember Our Sisters 
Everywhere website project. 
ROSE is dedicated to the remembrance 
of the women that have been murdered due 
to the many atrocities committed against 
the gender everyday. The website, currently 
in its infant stages, aims to raise awareness 
about the issues and put an end to violence 
against women. From vigils and memorials 
to marches and monuments, the website 
will aim to continue the legacy of the 
organization, formerly known as the Global 
Women's Memorial. 
Funds raised by the filmathon will go 
directly towards efforts to plan a public event 
for the 20th anniversary of Canada's National 
Day of Remembrance and Action on Violence 
Against Women on December 6. 
"Funds raised at the Models of 
Inspiration filmathon will support the 
December 6 event," said organizer Chris 
McDowell in a press release. "Contributions 
will be complemented by a grant of $5 ,000 
from the BC Arts Council." 
The feature film of the day is Iron 
Ladies of Liberia, a documentary about 
President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf, the newly 
and first freely elected female head of state 
in Mrica. The day also includes films such 
as The Women s Kingdom, Your Mother 
Should Know, Under One Sky as well as guest 
speakers . 
All donations will be gratefully accepted. 
Refreshments,lunch and door prizes will be 
given out and the person who raises the most 
at the event will win a new bike. 
For more information visit: http://www. 
rememberoursisterseverywhere .com/events/ 
models-of-inspiration-a-rose. 
Why do you think Barack Obama deserves the Nobel prize? 
By Rosa Hong, Photographer 
Sarah Marten and Amy Becker 
Associate of Arts/General Studies 
"We don't know a lot about it. Maybe because he's awesome." 
Sunera Samerakoon 
Child and Youth Care Counselling 
"I don't know. Because of his courageous work?" 
KaylaKaps 
General Studies 
"I don't know anything about why but I understand that he did 
and he's trying to change America in a positive way." 
Soccer intramurals took place at the New West Campus Thursday afternoon from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. They'll be 
taking place every Thursday until the end of October and all Douglas students are welcome to come by and play. 
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Bare-ly airborne 
Nude airport scanners bring a new meaning to the term landing strip 
By Angela Espinoza 
W. ith the winter season fast approaching, many of us are eager to head off for the holidays. It's all well and good until we need to take that flight 
back home. After all, what's worse than the mind-numbing 
process of exiting customs? Well if it's those pat-downs and 
strip-searches you dread, fear not! Rapiscan Systems have 
made a revolutionary breakthrough in revealing concealed 
weapons ... and I'm not talking about guns. 
Several airports in the U.K.,Australia and, most 
recently, the U.S. have installed the Rapiscan Secure 1000. 
With the intention to make body searches more efficient, 
the device is able to scan your entire body. The scan 
produces a 3D image of the person, revealing both organic 
and inorganic materials. The level of radiation produced 
by these high-tech scanners has even been compared to the 
level we receive "every five minutes" from our everyday 
surroundings. These scanners are faster, thorough and are of 
little concern to our health. So what's the down side? 
includes outlines of breasts and 
genitalia. So if you're anything like 
me, you may find these scanners 
posing quite a moral issue due to self-
consciousness or just old-fashioned 
beliefs. 
Personally, I'm not a big fan of 
them. They're built up to be some 
major technological enhancement, but 
they can't even scan past 0.1 inches of 
skin, so if someone were to conceal a 
weapon or contraband internally, the 
scanners wouldn't be of any help. Up 
until now, we've had to live with the 
time-consuming process of taking off 
piercings,jackets, shoes, etc. But I have 
to question those who would rather risk 
their safety as opposed to spending an 
extra 10 minutes standing in a line. The 
process of being patted-down doesn't 
Well, with the glowing blue rendered image of us 
in our birthday suits the device produces, you'd think 
they were trying to find body doubles for Cortana or Dr. 
Manhattan. This sounds extremely unlikely, however the 
scans do show detailed virtual images of our bodies-that 
exactly bother me either-if you're a regular concertgoer, 
it's just a fact of life. 
faster, who's going to oppose it? 
All in all, this seems to be the direction that airports 
will be heading for in the near future. So if Bob's 
embarrassed about those bitch tits, all I can say is, tough 
luck, pal. 
But while some don't mind taking things slow, many 
have a lowered threshold for patience. The scanners may 
provide little added security, but if the process can be done 
Is it a bird? Is it a balloon? It's both: Falcon the Balloon Boy! 
By Knowlton Thomas Nash 
W hat goes up must comes down. Or, in this case, just never goes up. Falcon Henne, a 6 year old now 
better known as "Balloon Boy," supposedly flew 
into the sky over Colorado in an experimental 
aircraft that was never meant to be flown. After 
reaching startling heights, it lost helium and 
began to fall. 
On Thursday, Balloon Boy dominated 
Twitter's "Trending Topics" feature, holding as 
many as five of the 10 topic spots, a virtually 
unparalleled level of minute-by-minute fame 
and attention. Rumours of all types spread like 
wildfire immediately. 
There were also mountains of jokes, most 
notably Kanye West on Taylor Swift knock-offs: 
"Yo, Falcon, I' rna let you finish, but Amelia 
Earhart had one of the best disappearances in 
flight of all time!" and "Yo, Falcon, I' rna let 
you finish, but Pixar's "UP'' was one of the best 
balloon adventure of all time!" 
Also tweeted by people who laugh in the 
face of other's deaths were jokes such as, "Falcon 
went on the aircraft up into heaven because 
Michael Jackson ordered take-out." He also has 
an alternative nickname: "Fallout Boy." 
As the jokes poured in, cash mongers 
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stepped in with record-setting speed. You think 
peeps were quick to leech off Michael Jackson's 
posthumous wallet? About as fast as major 
newspapers were able to publish brief online 
articles about Falcon, online store Zazzle.com 
had a "Go Falcon, Go!" t-shirt available for 
immediate purchase. Something tells me they 
weren't planning to offer him a commission. 
By now, most people know what happened. 
For those who don't, he was in his house the 
entire time. Apparently, he was hiding in a box in 
his attic because he feared his dad would be upset 
that he had lost the balloon. 
The whole situation was crazy. It became 
explosively popular and nearly blew up the 
internet, but then fizzled away so quickly that 
anyone at work or who went out to run a couple 
of errands, wouldn't even know Balloon Boy 
if he landed on their head in an experimental 
aircraft. 
Whether it was for publicity or just some 
mischief with big consequences, Falcon will 
always be remembered by his nicknames and the 
jokes. "We should also check if Osarna Bin Laden 
was hiding in that box with Falcon." "When 
police found him, he was reportedly playing 
'Already Home' by Jay-Z." And the list goes on. 
Well, thanks Balloon Boy-you really took us for 
a ride! 
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The great coffee conundrum 
By Shane Scott-Travis Nexus 
(Camosun College) 
VICfORIA (CUP)-As we bid a slow 
goodbye to summer and buckle down for 
the semester ahead, many students begin 
to rely on coffee to make it through the 
grueling pace that school can ask of us. 
Make no mistake, coffee is a powerful 
stimulant and it takes a certain amount of 
internal fortitude just to order a venti soy 
latte, extra hot, no foam, with a straight 
face. 
anywhere near you. 
Quitting coffee cold turkey can be 
harmful; it causes illness and dependence. 
Curbing our coffee consumption, on the 
other hand, is a worthwhile pursuit. 
We needn't bid our barista bye-bye but 
we can consider a few alternatives to mix 
things up a bit. 
Why not enjoy some herbal tea? 
Chocolate is energizing, when used 
responsibly, as is yerba matte and tonics like 
ginseng and maca root. Or how about ginger 
tea with lemon? Spirulina and wheat grass 
can also provide your body with energy of 
the variety that doesn't bring you down. 
Granted, you might have to fraternize 
with hippies and pretend to like Phish, but 
you don't have to worry about the riling 
lethargy of a coffee crash. 
Coffee is our drug of choice-and 
what a drug it is. Since the Industrial 
Revolution it's been at our beck and call, 
eager to offer an energy lift and, eerily 
enough, enable us to work at repetitious 
tasks, never breaking concentration until the 
whistle blows and we can scurry home. 
Coffee culture has taken a hold of our 
society by the gonads and given it a vicious 
twist in the last few decades . And, contrary 
to popular belief, it isn't all roses. 
of master who threatens with the promise of 
a quivering sphincter. 
Coffee, or "the black death," if you 
will, is a designer drug. Used in moderation 
it can certainly give you a lift but if you 
overdo it, an anxiety attack is never far 
behind. 
so it makes you sweat, and sweat stinks-
it's just a few urethra crystals shy of being 
urine, hence those yellowy stains on many 
an undershirt, right? Gross to the max! 
So, if you like the bubble, toil and 
trouble in the ol' intestines or having 
an entire rugby team push full force in 
your head, well, maybe excessive coffee 
consumption is your cup of, um, tea. In 
which case, smell you later. On a recent sojourn to Vancouver I 
was tickled to see a Starbucks for every 
Starbucks on Robson Street. Coffee is a 
great servant but a terrible master, the kind 
Bean juice is tough on the bladder, too, 
especially for women. Coffee is a diuretic 
Too much coffee can lead to halitosis, 
irritable bowel syndrome, stomach cancer 
and any number of other awkward social 
taboos that will practically guarantee that 
no undulating co-eds will be shimmying 
As for the rest of us, why talk to clouds 
on a sunny day? 
Not another Olympic scandal 
HBC's Team Canada garb getting attention for all the wrong reasons 
Trevor Dore 
acting opinions editor 
T he Olympics are a constant source of scandal and Canada's Olympic wear is no exception. The acid trip styles of the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics 
turned heads in all the wrong ways. The Hudson Bay 
Company (HBC) has the contract for the 2010 Vancouver 
Winter Olympics and they are taking the style back to 
Canadian roots. The new collection of scarves, sweaters, 
T-shirts,jackets and toques are reminiscent of those 
worn by the first settlers. The Olympic athletes approve, 
commenting on the nostalgic style and the day-to-day 
wear-ability of the clothing. While the clothing has been 
getting some rave reviews, it is not free from controversy. 
First it was the "C" logo on the t-shirts . The simple 
black "C" surrounds a red Canadian maple leaf and is 
shockingly similar to the Canadian forces symbol as 
well as the logo of the Conservative government. Is the 
design potentially a form of government advertising, 
political placement or even propaganda? The resemblance 
provided ammunition for political mudslinging in the 
House of Commons resulting in accusations of "cheap 
partisan politics." The Conservative government denied 
all accusations. The accusations were a first for Suzanne 
Timmins, the Hudson Bay Co.'s fashion director, who 
laughed at the thought, stating that the company had 
not intended to emulate the political party's logo. The 
criticism, however, did not end with the design logo. 
HBC has also designed a "Cowichan-like" sweater. 
The sweaters resemble the original Cowichan sweaters 
that are hand knit by Cowichan Aboriginal people. The 
Hudson's Bay Company and the Canadian Olympic 
organizers decided to go with a more expensive, mass-
produced version of the sweater from a source in Eastern 
Canada. The original sweaters go for $215 while the 
knockoffs are going for $350. The organization didn't 
think that the tribe would be able to keep up with the 
demand for orders, which is projected to be in the 
magnitude of 700. The band, however, was willing to knit 
24 hours a day in order to keep up with demand and are 
now planning on taking legal action against the committee. 
Support for the Cowichan tribe is growing and there is now 
a small online community supporting the "Hudson Bay 
Boycott." 
Whether it is trademark policy or political policy, there 
always seems to be some source of Olympic controversy, 
people live for it. I don't imagine the "C" logo will be 
changed and really don't think it matters. The new Olympic 
clothing line is a big step up from the summer line. I am 
unlikely to jump on the memorabilia bandwagon; however, 
I think the nostalgic style will be a big hit with tourists and 
Olympic buffs alike. I like the idea that all of the products 
will be made in Canada; however I think the committee 
missed out on a great opportunity to involve the Cowichan 
people in the representation of our country on the world 
scale. 
With the Olympics only four months away, you can be 
assured that this will not be the end of the scandal. 
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Making Money 
By Trevor Dore, Acting Opinions Editor 
I n order to save money, one must first have money. There are many ways to make money as a student; most 
involve landing a "student-type" job. 
While these jobs are not usually glorious 
or glamorous, they are crucial steps on 
the path towards success. A part-time job 
provides the starving student with a form 
of subsistence, valuable work experience 
and life skills. The following are some tips 
to help you land that job and save some of 
your earnings. 
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Opportunities: technology is a 
wonderful thing. While the local 
newspapers provide a source 
for employment opportunities, 
many companies have gone 
online. There are a ton of online 
employment databases: Monster, 
CareerBuilder and Craigslist 
to name a few. These websites 
allow employers to advertise 
openings and also allow you 
to post your resume. Job fairs 
and simply going around to 
places you would like to work 
can also be effective sources 
of opportunities. Another great 
way to find job openings is to 
network, get a friend to put in the 
good word for you. Remember, 
it's not necessarily what you 
know but whom you know. 
Resume: make sure you are 
prepared with an up to date 
resume. The purpose of a resume 
is essentially to sell yourself. 
What credentials do you have 
that are going to be applicable 
to the particular job and put 
you above and beyond other 
candidates? Do a little bit of 
research on the company you 
are applying to; what are their 
overall goals, general business 
practices and mission statements? 
Knowing a little bit about the 
company before applying puts 
you in a good position to write 
a concise cover letter and ace a 
surprise interview if necessary. 
Interview: a resume can get you 
an interview but unfortunately 
does not usually get you a 
job. Make sure you dress 
appropriately; a conservative 
look and some common sense 
will go a long way. If you 
have properly prepared your 
credentials and done your 
research you will go into the 
interview with confidence. Show 
up a little early to avoid any 
last-minute stresses. Introduce 
yourself with a firm handshake 
and good eye contact. Body 
language goes a long way; keep 
this in mind throughout the 
interview. Once the interview is 
done be sure to follow up. 
The job: if you are the best 
candidate for the job, you' II most 
likely land the position. Once 
you've got the job, it is important 
to show up and perform; every 
employer is a potential reference 
for a job down the road. 
Remember to maintain a balance 
between work, school and your 
social life. 
The paycheque: now, most 
part-time "student" jobs don't 
pay that much so here is where 
the money saving part comes 
in. When you receive your 
paycheque, remember to "pay 
yourself first." If you set aside 10 
per cent of your earnings like the 
"Wealthy Barber" recommends, 
and invest it in a savings account, 
the money will compound and 
add up and you'll be rich in no 
time-okay maybe not rich, but 
if you start while you are young, 
it will pay off later in life. 
While I am no career expert, I have had 
my share of part-time and full-time job 
experience. Remember, if you are in your 
last year of studies, don't put off looking 
for a job until April, do yourself a favour 
and start looking now. 
Be sure to check out next weeks article for 
a more in-depth look at the jo.b interview. 
He's only nine months into the first term of 
his presidency but that was all he needed 
to win the Nobel Peace Prize. Did President 
Barack Obama deserve to win this great hon-
our, or is the Nobel Committee simply blinded 
by his celebrity? Does Barack Obama de-
serve to be mentioned in the same breath as 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Mother Theresa and 
Lester B. Pearson? Or have his efforts thus 
far made him as deserving as anyone else? 
Too soon to reward Obama for unfulfilled promises 
By Tanya Colledge 
M artin Luther King Jr. for his campaign for civil rights; Mother Teresa for her humanitarian work; His Holiness the Dalai Lama for his struggle for 
the liberation of Tibet. These great men and women, all 
winners of the Nobel Peace Prize, dedicated their lives and 
careers to advocating peaceful solutions for their people, 
and for the world. 
But Barack Obama? What has he done? 
Barack Obama has been president of the United States 
for nine months-a short period of time in which he has 
successfully wooed an entire nation and world with his 
powerful 
controversy surrounding the award and defended their 
decision by saying that Obama was rewarded for his efforts 
to strengthen international diplomacy and cooperation 
between peoples, and for capturing the world's attention 
and giving its people hope for the future . Well , Britney 
Spears sure captures the world's attention, but we don't see 
her winning a prize for it, do we? 
The Washington Post reported Thorbjoern Jagland, 
chair of the committee, saying, "We are hoping this may 
contribute a little bit for what he is trying to do," and that 
the prize "is a clear signal to the world that we want to 
advocate the same as he has done to promote international 
diplomacy." This confession of political motive should 
be of no 
rhetoric , 
and 
begun to 
change the 
"Sure, Obama has given the world hope for a better future, but it is 
too soon to be rewarding him for things he has not yet delivered." 
surprise given 
the recipients 
honoured 
direction and tone of American foreign policy. There is no 
doubt that Obama has begun to steer the ship in the right 
direction, however, he has failed to back up his heavy 
promises with concrete action. 
According to Nobel's will, the Peace Prize should be 
awarded to the person who "during the preceding year[ ... ] 
shall have done the most or the best work for fraternity 
between nations, for the abolition or reduction of standing 
armies and for the holding and promotion of peace 
congresses." So why bestow such a prestigious award to 
a man who, when nominations were due in February, had 
only been president for two months? That doesn't seem 
to agree with Nobel 's exigence for the most or best work 
done in the preceding year. The only other two sitting 
presidents who won the prize-Theodore Roosevelt in 
1906 for negotiating an end to the Russo-Japanese War 
and Woodrow Wilson in 1919 for his role in founding the 
League of Nations-had both been in their second terms. 
The Nobel Committee has since spoken out on the 
during the Bush 
administration-opponents Al Gore and Jimmy Carter. It 
is clear that had Barack Obama not taken over the White 
House after George Bush's eight years of destruction , he 
would not have won . Obama won because he is no Bush-
plain and simple. 
The Nobel Committee's cute "everybody wins 
for trying" reason for awarding the Peace Prize to the 
president is an embarrassment to the men and women 
whom he is to share this great honour with. Sure , Obama 
has given the world hope for a better future , but it is 
too soon to be rewarding him for things he has not yet 
delivered. If Obama can successfully get Congress to agree 
to substantive cuts in greenhouse gases, get U.S. troops out 
of Afghanistan and Iraq, and lower the world 's supply of 
nuclear weapons, there is no question that he should be the 
winner. But for now, Obama should consider this award a 
down payment for what is to come and for all the promises 
he has made. 
Obama a deserving recipient 
By Trevor Dore, Acting Opinions Editor 
I n 1895, the Nobel Prizes were created when Alfred Nobel wrote and signed his last will. He made the decision to invest the capital of his fortune, one of 
the largest of its time, in safe securities and to have the 
interest divided five ways and awarded to outstanding 
contributions in physics, chemistry, medicine, literature 
and peace. Following Nobel's death, the Norwegian Nobel 
Committee was created and put in charge of awarding the 
prize annually on an international level. 
Each 
winners," but he accepted the prize as a "call to action." 
The prize is used to honour specific achievements 
but also to inspire momentum. Awarding the president 
acknowledges his efforts to solve complex global problems 
and will hopefully encourage a continuation towards 
world unity, prevention of global warming, mitigation of 
the spread of nuclear weapons, a reversal of the global 
economic downturn and a resolution of the Arab-Israeli 
conflict. 
Obama acknowledges that the challenges of the 21" 
century cannot be overcome by any one leader and will 
require the efforts 
of all nations to year, the Nobel 
committee 
comes together 
to collaborate 
and decide 
"He is In a position and has the power to create massive amounts work tog_ether 
of change In terms of peace on a global scale-his greatest cooperatively. 
Perhaps the 
accomplishments are still In the making and yet to come." president was not 
whom to award 
the prestigious 
prize. When coming to a decision about the 2009 award, 
the Nobel committee came to a unanimous decision, 
awarding the president of the United States of America, 
Barack Obama. "Only very rarely has a person to the same 
extent as Obama captured the world's attention and given 
its people hope for a better future," said the committee. 
Some may argue that President Obama has not 
made any significant "contributions" towards peace and 
therefore does not deserve the prize. However, in Alfred 
Nobel's words, the peace prize will be awarded to" ... 
the person who shall have done the most or the best 
work for fraternity between the nations and the abolition 
or reduction of standing armies and the formation and 
spreading of peace congresses." 
While president Obama said he did not feel he 
deserved "to be in the company of past Peace Prize 
selected for his 
accomplishments 
but rather for his "vision" and his inspirational "hope." 
He is in a position and has the power to create massive 
amounts of change in terms of peace on a global scale-his 
greatest accomplishments are still in the making and yet to 
come. 
To top it all off, Obama plans to donate the $1.4 
million prize to charity. 
Barack Obama is a worldwide inspiration, instilling 
a vision of hope, "Yes we can" on a worldwide scale. He 
has the power to bring the nations of the world together 
to work cooperatively towards a more peaceful future. In 
his first year of presidency he has laid the groundwork 
for future accomplishments. The prize acknowledges this 
groundwork and encourages continued movement towards 
a more peaceful world as a whole. 
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Voluntarv student unionism: lessons from down under 
There's more than one model for student government 
12 
By Maureen Robinson, The Fulcrum (University of Ottawa) 
ADELAIDE, Australia (CUP)-During my undergraduate 
years at the University of Ottawa, the Student Federation of the 
University of Ottawa (SFUO) and its functions were faced with 
plenty of criticism and opposition. Much discussion centred on 
student fees-where they went, how they were used, and who had 
authority over them. Overall, student life was good and my time 
on campus was enriched by the plethora of student services freely 
available. 
On any day, I could use either of the two gymnasiums, pick up 
a copy of the Fulcrum or La Rotonde, meet up with friends at the 
campus bar, browse through books at the the bookstore, or drop in 
at the Peer Help Centre. 
I always paid my student fees-both student union 
and administration-based-at the start of every year a little 
begrudgingly but without a second thought. Student union 
membership is a universal constant, after all-right? Imagine 
my surprise when, upon commencing graduate studies at the 
University of Adelaide in Australia, I was offered the option of 
joining the student union for a mere $20. My first thought was: I 
have a choice in the matter? 
Voluntary Student Unionism (VSU) was introduced to 
Australia in 2007 by the right-wing federal coalition government 
under former prime minister John Howard. VSU legislation 
explicitly forbids Australian universities from requiring a student 
to: a) be a member of a student association, union, or guild; or b) 
pay a compulsory fee for facilities, amenities , or services that are 
not of an academic nature. 
"Universities were broadly opposed to it because now they're 
having to pay for student services out of teaching and learning 
funds," said Lavinia Emmett-Grey, president of the Adelaide 
University Union (AUU) and VSU opponent. "It passed by a small 
margin in the [university] senate. 
"There were protests," she continued, "but they didn't work 
well enough. The [right-wing] youth movement was strong at that 
time, running counter protests and claiming that compulsory fees 
were an unnecessary tax on students. They claimed that if you 
never have to need a welfare office, why should you have to pay?" 
The effect on student recreational , social, and cultural 
activities was immediate and devastating , with $167 million 
stripped from Australian student unions and over a thousand jobs 
lost. Impacts ranged from slashed funding for interuniversity 
sports clubs and campus media to the shutting down of child-care 
services , locker facilities, educational assistance offices, emergency 
loan programs, food banks, resource centres, and dozens of other 
services on each campus formerly supported by student fees. 
Kim Dowling, a member of the AUU board, remembers the 
pre-VSU era when all students paid a mandatory $350AUD per 
semester for student fees. 
"This fee went to the Students Association of the University 
of Adelaide (SAUA), [which] then distributed it in order to provide 
student services on campus ," she said . 
The currentAUU is similar to the University of Ottawa's 
Board of Administration, while the SAUA was more like the 
SFUO. 
In 2007, VSU changed all that. 
"Anyone who didn't have to pay a student services fee no 
longer did. In the immediate aftermath, it stripped approximately 
$4 million from the SAUA and forced a restructure of the services 
offered by the Union," said Dowling. 
"For me personally, I didn 't really notice the effects on 
anything until I went to get a bunch oft-shirts printed , only to find 
that the printing store had been closed. In fact, a whole bunch of 
stuff I was used to walking past was missing," she continued. 
"And when I started enquiring about the Rainbow Room-our 
queer space-I learned that it [is] pretty much remained locked and 
unused now; no one to look after it, therefore no club using it. And 
I had no idea of what was going on until I needed the help of an 
education welfare officer. In fact, most students had no idea. It all 
happened so quickly." 
"2006 was the last year that editors were paid," recalled Steph 
Walker, co-editor of On Dit, the campus newspaper, now in its 76th 
year of publication. "On Dit was also a weekly publication. It is 
now [biweekly]-a terrible loss, as it was only one of two student 
publications that printed weekly. On Dit dropped from [a] tabloid-
sized to a magazine-sized publication. 
"The desire to be editor was also stunted significantly. For the 
first time in many years, only one team [member] raised their hand 
for the role, and that repeated in 2007 , 2008, and 2009." 
In 2006, anticipating the implementation of VSU, the AUU 
board voted to defund the SAUA. 
"Consequently," said Dowling, "the SAUA, and all of the 
student advocacy it was responsible for, collapsed. The AUU 
managed to keep all of the essential services running." 
The next year, the AUU secured a funding agreement with the 
university in return for handing over most of the AUU's bargaining 
chips-the student centre and the catering facilities (several cafes 
and a bar) were relinquished from student control and came under 
the university 's authority. 
While Australia's current federal government is attempting to 
repeal VSU (an election promise from late 2007) and amend the 
nature of compulsory non-academic fees, the bill has been stalled 
in the federal Senate. 
Emmett-Grey remains an outspoken opponent ofVSU. 
"The campus is such a desert compared to what is used to be. 
It's such a wasteland. It's the campus culture that's been the most 
affected," she said. "The clubs and sports have been decimated, 
especially on the rural campuses because it costs so much more, 
due [to] the costs of transport . . . [VSU] is slowly killing campus 
culture." 
VSU changed the way student unions were viewed by the 
student body-'-which could be a tough lesson for the Canadian 
student unions, some of which students believe do not always act 
on student interests. Perhaps a diluted form ofVSU-easing the 
pain of up to $600 in incidental fees for lower-income students, 
while keeping essential student services-could keep student 
union executives honest, more accountable, and less confident in 
their own untouchable power. While I could never fully advocate 
for full VSU in Canada, I think we can learn a lesson from our 
Australian counterparts that there is more than one model for 
student government. 
Post-VSU, Australian student unions have had to work harder 
for less reward, and have come under harder scrutiny as student 
support services have become scarcer. 
"Now, students appreciate that us representatives are working 
our asses off," says Emmett-Grey. "Unless student reps are held to 
rigorous standards, they will be resented by students. 
"It's lazy, self-interested student representatives who make 
student organizations vulnerable." 
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Play with me, Marjorie 
Marge Simpson reveals all her unnecessary details for Playboy Magazine 
By Angela Espinoza 
All rakes aside, I shudder as I write this . The November issue of Playboy will be featuring Marge 
Simpson as the next cover girl , giving her 
a revealing three-page spread. 
First off, have women let themselves 
go to the point that men have to rely on 
cartoon characters in order to get through 
those lonely nights? Even then, why 
Marge Simpson? Doesn' t someone like 
Jessica Rabbit seem a bit more plausible? 
Either way, the issue is merely meant as a 
collector's item. 
Current Chief Executive of Playboy 
Long before I could differentiate between 
reality and fiction , I always saw the 
Simpsons as my second family. So to tell 
me they were "inappropriate" at such a 
young age was like telling me my own 
parents were bad people . 
Bart was the mischief maker I could 
watch do ridiculous stunts so I knew not 
to do them myself. I always thought Lisa's 
voice of reasoning flew past my head , 
but many of the things she said ended up 
making an impact on my beliefs. "Lisa's 
First Word" gave me some understanding 
of what having my own baby sister would 
be like one day, even if her subsequent 
chatterbox ways contrast with Maggie's. 
"It's like seeing your own mother not only appear in the 
magazine, but having everyone know exactly who she is." 
Enterprises, Scott Aanders (relation to 
Ned still not proven), gave his okily-
dokily for the event to take place in hopes 
of reaching younger readers . l've been 
wondering if this age group covers the 
10-and-up demographic . In fact, The 
Simpson's episode "All's Fair in Oven 
War" depicts a situation in which Marge 
discovers Homer's stack of Playdude 's . 
Homer explains he purchases them 
merely for the articles, prompting Marge 
to cut out and dispose of all the nude 
photos. A disgruntled Homer throws the 
magazines out, only to be found by Bart 
and Millhouse, who begin to read and only 
partially understand the adult magazines. 
That's the Marge Simpson we've 
come to know and love: the loving wife 
and dedicated mother of three. Save for 
the time Marge and Homer appeared 
nude on the cover of a local newspaper, 
which their children saw. But I digress . 
Marge Simpson has become an icon of the 
modem day housewife. 
Growing up, I always heard kids say 
their parents never let them watch The 
Simpson's because it was inappropriate; I 
had no idea what those kids were talking 
about. Since my diaper days, my parents 
always allowed me to watch the show. 
When I couldn't understand the jokes, 
it was Homer's buffoonery that drove me 
to laughter. No matter how many times I 
saw it , Homer yelling , "Why you little!" 
before choking his son drove me wild-
mainly because it contrasted so severely 
with my own father. 
Then there was Marge, the mom: 
the authority in my house and theirs . As 
a child, I could always openly oppose my 
father, but when Mom was mad, you didn't 
screw around. So at first , I never took a 
real liking to Marge-I always thought 
she was trying to spoil the fun . But as 
I've grown up with both my own mother 
and Marge, I've learned that they ' re 
eerily similar. So it was never that I could 
"take-or-leave" Marge, it was that once 
the episode was over, the real Marge, my 
mom, was right there again. 
You now have an understanding 
of why seeing Marge grace the cover of 
Playboy disgusts me so. It's like seeing 
your own mother not only appear in the 
magazine, but having everyone know 
exactly who she is. This isn ' t our Marge, 
so if Matt Groening would kindly erase 
such etchings, I think we should let 
Playboy know Megan Fox is still up for 
Deftones' chaotic career can be summed up in a car crash 
After a year of trials, Deftones hit Vancouver in support of Slipknot 
By Jay Schreiber, Arts Editor 
S omewhere between a grungy punk club in Seattle and the heavy metal scene in LA., nu-metal spawned 
a handful of West Coast groups that took 
over the airwaves with de-tuned guitars , 
tattoos and dreadlocks. For most bands 
of this era today, the ride is pretty much 
over but as history teaches us, the strong 
survive and soldier on. 
Nu-metal is a sub genre of heavy 
metal that doesn't focus on speed or 
solos, but rather lyrical content and heavy 
hitting riffs on seven-string guitars . 
Drums have to be big, loud and usually 
surround the drummer completely and 
unlike other categories of metal , short 
hair is acceptable . 
The content, or drive, behind Nu-
Metal comes from deeply seated personal 
problems with band members including 
drug addictions, family issues or sexual 
confusion. It takes a disturbed individual 
to be into this style of music, and most 
of the fan base finds that they don't fit in 
with the rest of society. 
Starting back in '95, Korn can be 
credited with spawning the genre after 
the release of their debut self-titled album 
took them from tiny goth clubs of 30 
people or less to a national audience. 
Kom has since then dealt with their own 
personal issues losing, David Silveria 
"[Change] is one of those tunes that brings everyone in the band and 
in the arena together as one for that moment. You can't fake that!" 
-Stephen Carpenter of the Deftones 
to family problems, and Brian "Head" 
Welch to Christianity. 
On October 15 at the Pacific 
Coliseum, two of nu-metal's key figures 
gave fans in Vancouver a walk down 
memory lane as Deftones and Slipknot 
rocked the stage in a double bill. 
Deftones took the stage early and 
left too soon beginning at a ridiculous 
7:30p.m. start time. Hits came quick 
and often in their unusually short set of 
one hour. It pained both me and every 
Deftones fan in the arena to see the band 
playing at an almost insulting set time 
but there's not much you can do unless 
you're the tour manager. 
The last few times the Deftones 
played Vancouver, they've been able to 
sell out three consecutive shows at the 
Commodore Ballroom, one time playing 
their entire catalogue in chronological 
order. Hits such as "My Own Summer" 
and "Around the Fur" got people on their 
feet and singing along with lead singer 
Chino Moreno while a dedicated crowd 
stayed glued to the show. 
"Whenever we play this song, 
something special happens to the 
audience," lead guitarist Stephen 
Carpenter said of the band's hit song 
"Change." "It's one of those tunes that 
brings everyone in the band and in the 
arena together as one for that moment. 
You can't fake that!" 
Faking things is exactly what 
headlining act Slipknot is all about. 
Slipknot was an original nu-metal act in 
the '90s and went for more of a "shock 
rock" image, wearing masks and having 
nine members in jump suits perform a 
forgettable stage show. 
Slipknot belted out their radio hits 
while auxiliary drummers/film crew 
pounded on large tubs in time with 
crazy contraptions that lifted them to the 
scaffolding. I am so not impressed ... long 
hair was whipped around and bottles of 
water sprayed on the crowd made the 
event unpleasant to participate in but 
more fun as a spectator sport . 
Deftones, who have been around for 
a decade longer than Slipknot have been 
officially shafted by attention seeking 
gimmick rockers. Such is the way most 
nu-metal bands are nowadays, and I 
guess the groups that figuratively suck the 
media's dick get top billing. 
The Deftones have had a chaotic 
career, which started with a car crash, and 
just about ended with one as well. After 
insurance from an automotive run-in paid 
off some 20 years ago, the band found 
financial support and bought their first 
instruments . About a year ago, original 
bassist Chi Cheng went comatose after he 
crashed his car and just about ended the 
Deftones. Since then, web pages such as 
oneloveforchi.com have surfaced and as 
of about three months ago, Chi regained a 
degree of consciousness and is in a more 
functional state. 
About half of the Coliseum left 
the venue around the same time the 
Deftones did. The tour manager may not 
have gotten the picture, but the fans in 
Vancouver sure as hell did! 
The Phantom lives on! 
Andrew Lloyd Webber continues the tragic tale of romance, mystery and music 
Angela Espinoza 
Having produced shows such as Jesus Christ Superstar, Cats and Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat to great acclaim, the man needs 
no real introduction . Andrew Lloyd Webber 
has left his mark in the history of theatre. 
Most recently, Lloyd Webber has put the 
finishing touches on Love Never Dies 
(UVD), the long-awaited sequel to his ever-
popular Phantom of the Opera (PTO) . 
On October 8 , Lloyd Webber held his 
first major press conference to talk about his 
latest production at Her Majesty's Theatre in 
London. He revealed production notes and 
a portion of the opening piece, "Till I Hear 
You Sing," sung by Rarnin Karimloo, who 
will be the first to portray The Phantom at 
the 2010 premiere. 
The plot picks up the story 10 years 
after the original musical. The Phantom has 
chosen to leave his opera house lair in Paris 
in order to start a new life in Coney Island. 
Having worked his way up from freak show 
to architect, The Phantom has developed 
a new attraction, for which he requires the 
aid of an old attraction: Christine Daae. 
Christine has moved on with her life, 
having married childhood sweetheart Raoul 
and raising their son, Gustave. Christine 
is invited to sing by an "anonymous" 
employer. Having clearly learned nothing 
from her experience a decade earlier, she 
heads off to Brooklyn, bringing her husband 
and son along with her. 
Having heard "Till I Hear You Sing," I 
have to say it's not exactly Lloyd Webber's 
best. If anything, it sounds almost like 
a parody of the PTO songs. At least it's 
something new: a sweet ballad sung by The 
Phantom about his longing to hear Christine 
sing-wait a minute, weren't there several 
of those in the last musical? 
Not that I'm complaining, but the 
others were .. . well, good. Then again, this 
was merely a preview of the entire song, 
so I shouldn't be too harsh right off the bat. 
The section is available for all to hear on 
the official LND website for those who want 
to give it a listen and come to their own 
conclusions . 
The story's a little tacky and the title 
even tackier, but let's keep in mind that this 
is the man who's entertained the world time 
and time again with blockbuster musicals. 
As well , the casting of Karimloo as The 
Phantom and Sierra Boggess as Christine 
Daae has been met with critical acclaim, 
with Boggess showing a tremendous amount 
of talent at the age of 27 and Karimloo 
mastering The Phantom in dozens of other 
past performances. 
The show is set to be one of the most 
anticipated events in recent theatre history, 
with the world premiere to take place at 
the Adelphi Theatre on March 9, 2010, in 
London. Future shows are already set to 
take place on Broadway, in Australia, Asia 
and Canada. I have my fingers crossed for 
Lloyd Webber in hopes that his next show 
will be one of his best. 
West Coast Symphony brings down the 
house at Douglas College 
Local players make up one of Vancouver's premier symphonic ensembles 
By Jay Schreiber, Arts Editor 
T he Symphony, an ensemble of woodwinds, brass, strings and percussion, was for a time the 
metre stick of musical excellence in 
Western culture. After Hayden's so-called 
"fathering" of the classical symphony, 
musical greats from that era until the High 
Romantic saw most of any composer's 
achievements documented in an ensemble 
setting. 
So what do we North Americans 
think of the symphony today? Well, not 
much to be honest. Most major cities 
have orchestras that perform regularly but 
to us non-Europeans, our culture really 
doesn't have much to grab on to within 
the symphony's "best of' collection. 
There was first Hayden who 
pioneered over 104 symphonies, hailing 
from Hungary and making his name 
in London. There was Mozart who's 
focused 10 years of steady composing 
in Vienna helped him create both 
aesthetically pleasing and technically 
brilliant masterpieces. And of course, 
straight from the German countryside to 
your ears, Beethoven's Fifth Symphony 
broke boundaries and has repeatedly 
rung out with music lovers since its 
debut. Other greats in the symphonic 
world such as Schubert or the Russian 
Five (Mily Balakirev, Cesar Cui, Modest 
Mussorgsky, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov 
and Alexander Borodin) helped to craft 
the world of writing large ensemble 
music. 
The West Coast Symphony (WCS) 
is a performing ensemble of community 
musicians that every month performs 
famous and popular symphonic music. 
Members include everything from 
professional gigging musicians to music 
teachers, to even community members 
who just love to play. 
October's bill highlighted three 
musical selections. The first, a piece by 
Rimsky-Korsakov, is entitled Capriccio 
Espagnol or "Capriccio on Spanish 
Themes." The array of five short 
movements reflects aspects of Rimsky's 
experiences in Spain during his travels 
and features beautiful romantic melodies. 
Friedrich Von Flotow, a Romantic 
composer, was a contemporary of 
Chopin's at the time piano concertos 
were making their way into the spotlight 
around the mid 1800s. Flotow's Second 
Piano Concerto made its world debut 
with the West Coast Symphony, and 
featured talented Swedish pianist Carl 
Petersson who flew to Vancouver for the 
performance. With amazing conversations 
between the piano and orchestra, it's 
difficult to wonder why Flotow's concerto 
took so long to be discovered . 
Everyone knows who Ludwig Van 
Beethoven is so I'm not going to waste 
ink on his biography. Long story short, 
the WCS wrapped up the program with 
his "Pastoral" Sixth Symphony, a great 
achievement in length and complexity of 
Beethoven's composing. 
Albanian-born conductor Bujar 
Llapaj has been with the orchestra since 
2008, and fiercely led the orchestra 
through the trills and swells of each piece. 
The crowd applauded, and Carl Petersson 
returned for an encore of Liszt's infamous 
Hungarian Rhapsody orchestrated for solo 
piano. 
The two performances of October's 
program took place at Christ Church 
Cathedral downtown and in our very 
own Muir Theatre at Douglas' New West 
campus. For more information on the 
Symphony's upcoming performances, 
you can log on and check them out at 
westcoas~ymphony.ca. 
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Thursday October 22 
Garage rock group Tranzmitors hit up Pat's Pub if you feel like venturing 
downtown for some good tunes . Microbrew Pat's Lager is great, and the 
place is always a riot . 
Friday October 23 
It's a triple threat with shows happening all over the place . Honky tonkin' 
Rascal Flatts play GM Place, while classic rock outfit Blue Oyster Cult 
take a cowbell solo at the Red Robinson Show Theatre. Radio rock group 
Collective Soul is hanging around the Commodore Ballroom, but unless you 
have tickets already, you might be out of luck. 
Saturday October 24 
I can honestly say the Jim Morrison is alive and well and living in Vancouver. 
Psycadelic Doors Cover band Unknown Soldiers rock out at Fairview Pub 
with guests The Polished Rocks. Or, if you're not stoned, the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra is performing with Rachel Barton Pine on a bill with 
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition. Your call. 
Sunday October 25 
Local jazz singer Laura Crema and her quartet perform a special show 
downtown at St. Andrew-Wesley Church. The concert hall is beautiful and 
the music will only sound better with the beautiful acoustics. 
Eavesdropping on transit 
By Susan Truman 
Part I 
The good-looking construction worker in dirty brown overalls 
clanks onto the Sk.yTrain, a phalanx of metal around his hips. 
A young woman in a flirty top pole dances down the aisle between 
commuters and comes to a stop before him. Show me your tools, 
sbe says. What? He asks. I'm curious, she says. Show me your 
tools. My tools? He says. Yes, sbe replies. What are they for? 
He looks her in the eye. Wouldn't you like to know. 
Are you a bttdding poet? Submit your work to arts@ 
theotherpress.ca to see your work in print! 
By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
Douglas College will be the home for this year's BCCAA (British Columbia Colleges' 
Athletic Association) provincial soccer 
championships, and the Royals are poised to 
do some damage. 
The men's soccer team is riding high 
with a recent pair of back-to-back shutout 
victories. Douglas dominated Kwantlen 
University 9-0 and Capitano University 
4-0. Those wins vaulted Douglas up eight 
spots in the national CCAA rankings to the 
second spot overall in the country, with only 
the Humber Hawks in front of them. 
The win over Capitano was 
particularly meaningful as they are currently 
just two points behind Douglas and in 
second place in the BCCAA standings. 
The Royals are by far the most offensively 
powerful squad in the BCCAA, averaging 
an incredible 3.6 goals per game while 
giving up just 0.9. The only team even close 
to that number is Capitano, who are ranked 
third nationally, and they're still miles back 
at 2.3 goals for per game. 
Things have been a bit tougher on the 
women's side, but the women's Royals are, 
as of this writing, on a four-game unbeaten 
streak with two wins and two draws. This 
is coming off a rough beginning to the year 
where the Royals dropped eight of their first 
nine games . 
However, they now appear to have 
righted the ship and are relying heavily on 
star keeper Aja Aguirre, who last week won 
the BCCAA Athlete of the Week award. 
Last year's provincial tournament 
was won by Capitano, 3-1 over Thompson 
Rivers University, in extra time on the 
men's side. Douglas finished third and won 
bronze by downing Langara 4-1 . 
Langara took gold in the women's 
provincials last year with a 3-0 win over 
Thompson Rivers while Kwantlen won 
bronze with a 1 ~0 win against Capitano. 
Douglas has plenty of ground to make 
up this year with 11 points that ties them 
in fourth place of Pool A with K wantlen. 
However, they are still just four points out 
of second place in a relatively balanced 
division. 
The 2009 BCCAA men's and women's 
soccer provincials take place October 
23-25. 
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By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
I n the Southern United States, there are few things that can match the popularity of NASCAR. Along with relatives that are 
multiple types offamily members, squirrel 
hunting and Sarah Palin, NASCAR enjoys 
tremendous popularity in the Bible Belt. 
However, in the rest of the country (and 
the continent), professional auto racing just 
doesn't hold much sway. 
But is it a sport? After all, there are 
millions of people out there really do get a 
kick out of watching cars go around in circles 
for hours , so there has to be something there. 
I suppose that drivers do have to acclimate 
themselves to pretty incredible speeds. They 
are clearly competing against other people on 
even footing. They have to be constantly aware 
of not only their position on the track but the 
spots of other drivers as well. There is danger 
involved as well, as they have to be very alert 
to avoid crashing into other cars. 
· After that though, there aren't many 
similarities to more firmly entrenched sports. 
While drivers do indeed have to be very 
mentally sharp, and while the pressure is 
undoubtedly enormous, there isn't exactly 
an overwhelming physical component to car 
racing. 
After all, even the most ardent NASCAR 
fans, or at least the logical ones, have to admit 
18 
that the car does all the work. If you put me in 
the best race car in the world up against Jeff 
Gordon in my mom's minivan, I'd win hands 
down. That's obviously going to the extreme 
but the point is that it is the car that wins the 
race in the end, not the driver. The best driver 
in the world in an average car will lose to an 
average driver in the best car in the world 
every time. 
You can make that argument about other 
sports, such as golf, but in car racing, it holds 
up much more. Take it this way, if you gave 
me the best golf clubs on the planet and Tiger 
Woods, or anyone on the PGA Tour for that 
matter, a set of wooden clubs from the '50s, 
Tiger would still destroy me. 
So while there is a large amount of 
skill involved in NASCAR, it isn't nearly as 
important as the equipment needed to compete, 
which separates car racing from other sports 
like football or hockey. 
THE VERDICT: 
NASCAR, and over in Europe Formula 1, may 
be exceedingly popular and covered on ESPN 
and in Sports Illustrated, but that doesn't make 
it a sport, sort of like poker. Poker is a huge 
part of ESPN these days, but it's still not a 
sport. 
Auto racing is closely affiliated with the sports 
world but in the end, it is not a sport. 
Man, it's fun when Toronto sucks 
T -dot in a real funk when it comes to sports 
By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
October is generally regarded as one of the best possible times to be a sports fan . It's a time when 
the MLB postseason is in full swing, the 
NHL and NBA are both staring up again 
and both the NFL and the CFL are in the 
middle of their respective seasons. You, 
know what else is great about October? 
It's one of the best times of the year to 
reflect on just how crappy sports are in 
Toronto. 
For a city nicknamed "the center of 
the universe," it all starts with the crown 
jewel of the Toronto sports market, the 
Maple Leafs, who, as of this writing, 
has yet to win a single game so far this 
season. Brian Burke was brought in last 
season amidst much fanfare and smugly 
touted the new and improved Maple 
Leafs under his direction. He boasted 
about how they would be a tougher, 
harder team to play against. 
Well, I don't know about harder 
to play against, but it damn sure is hard 
to watch the Leafs this year. With six 
consecutive losses to open the year and 
having given up 28 goals while scoring 
just 13, the Leafs are a truly awful 
hockey team. Thankfully, it appears that 
they are once again poised to miss the 
playoffs, even though we're just three 
weeks into the season, for what will now 
be the fifth straight season. Plus, they'll 
be building on what is perhaps my all 
time favourite statistic: the Maple Leafs 
haven't won, or even appeared, in a 
Stanley Cup final since 1967. That's 42 
years and counting. 
But the fun doesn't stop with the 
Maple Leafs. Nope, there are plenty of 
other options to choose from in Toronto 
right now. They've also got the Blue 
Jays, who haven't made the playoffs in 
16 years and finished up this season with 
an inspiring 75-87 record. But hey, they 
were just 28 games out of first place in 
the AL East. Plus, the only player on the 
Blue Jays worth watching, star pitcher 
Roy Halladay, is sure to be traded out 
Toronto during winter or early next 
season. 
What's next? Ah, the Toronto 
Raptors, the NBA's version of the loser 
brother who can't get anything right. 
Yes, the NBA season has just begun, 
but so far the Raptors already have a 
losing record of 2-3 and don't exactly 
look like a powerhouse. They've made 
the playoffs just twice in the past seven 
years. 
On the gridiron, the Toronto 
Argonauts ended last year with a nine 
game losing streak (the total season 
length is just 18 games) and missed the 
playoffs despite hosting the city hosting 
the Grey Cup. This year they picked up 
right were they left off and are currently 
last in the entire league with a terrible 
3-11 mark. The closest teams to them, 
the Winnipeg Blue Bombers and the 
Edmonton Eskimos, have both doubled 
the Argos in points. 
Yes, it's a great time to be a 
sports fan in B.C. While the Lions are 
mediocre and the Canucks are still 
searching for their stride, we at least 
know that we are much, much better 
than anything coming out of that mess 
out east. And when you think of all their 
smug, arrogant fans, that's a beautiful 
thing. 
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2.00 pm. 
I 2:00pm 
3.00 pm. 
HJOpm. 
!2:00pm 
2.00 pm 
2•00 pm 
12.00 pm 
3:00pm 
Coquilla.rn (Towocentrc) 
s...,., (Nc-o1on) 
Kclowna 
Burnaby (R.ivcrwuy) 
Sun<)' (Newtoo) 
Coqu.itlam (TO\\ntenln!') 
Kamloops 
North VaDCOU\-tr 
Nonh Vancuu'tt 
Burnaby (Riv~tv.1l)') 
Prince George 
Nanaimo (Mariner J.'ield) 
Nonh Vancouver 
Prince George 
Coquitlam (fowncrntre) 
2009-2010 
Women's Soccer 
BCCAA Week7 
±.1...=. GrpB 
Seed 
I 
Women's Groyn B 
Langan1 College F11lcons 
Satunlay,Octobcr 17,2009 
TR.U at K.wantkn 
liBCO Ouui!las 
Capilt~no at Quclt 
Langura 0 at 2 VIU 
Suoday. October 1&. ::!009 
UBCO 1 at 0 l"-.ntlc:n 
l'RU 0 at 2 Dougla., 
LangAUa I at 0 Quest Capibno 0 at VIU 
12,00 pm 
J,OOpm 
),OO pm 
),OOpm 
12,00 pm 
2:00pm 
2:00pm 
2•00pm 
Sun<)' (Nc-o"'") 
Coquitlam (Towr~nte) 
SqW1111ilih 
Nunaimo(M.arintr Field) 
Sun<)'(Ne"""') 
Coquidam (Townc.entc) 
Squamiih 
Nanaimo (Mariner Fit'ld) 
iicCAA Provinciol Championships tOciOb<, 2l-2s;1009) 
~ -- - -
l~iltl'w!A·HYI. 
I 
20 
18 
17 
14 
14 
24 
17 
17 
9 
13 
IS 
12 
13 
18 
23 
+9 
+ 5 
+ 4 
-9 
2 
3 
Vancouver Island University Mariners 
Capilano University Blun 
II 
II 
II 
II 
9 
6 
I 
0 
0 
I 
6 
8 
2 
4 
4 
3 rn 2 7 3 
29 
23 
13 
8 
5 
IS 
26 
26 
-10 
Suturdar. Sl..-ptember 26. 2009 
"""' lJNBC at UBC 0 
...:aC Quest at Capilano 
~ VIU at Lanpm 
~ Douglas I at 4 KWlUlll<n 
Sundny. &.-pt.c:mber 27. 2009 
UNBC I at 3 TRU 
Quest 0 ., 3 l.aJJGIU' 
VTU at 2 Capilano 
&lturday. (A10ber 3. 2009 
VllJ 0 •I 1 Dough» 
Quc:st 0 at 1 K'A'J.ntlcn 
lRU I a1 I UBC.{) 
UNBC 1 a. 4 Langam 
Sundo}. O..~r 4. 2009 
VJU 2 lU 2 K wantJen 
Quest 0 at Dou~Jas 
UBCO I at TRU 
ITNRC at Capilnno 
Saturday. CXt~..,. 10. 2009 
\0 Dooglas nt Cnpilano 
~ K7~~~ : 1 t~~~ra 
'$. SunJay. Ocrohe• II. 200'> 
Que,< 0 at 2 \'IU 
Lanpra 2 at 0 Capilano 
TRU 4 at 0 lJNIJ(' 
Monday, Ocmbcr 12, 2009 
K"antkn I •l I Douglas 
Quesl University KermtJdes 
1:00pm 
I•OOpm 
12,00pm 
1200pm 
12:00rm 
I 2:00pm 
I ~:00 prn 
I :00 pm 
I 2:00pm 
LOOpm 
4.00pm 
12.00 rm 
12:00 pn 
I 2:00pm 
10:00 am 
l :OO pn 
LOOpm 
12•00pm 
12o00pm 
t2:00rm 
l2.00pm 
1:00pm 
KelO\.-.na 
North Va.ncou ... er 
Burnaby (Ri ... C1'\U.)) 
Sun<)'(l'l«•<on) 
Kamloops 
8W1l3by (Ri\'CN11)') 
North Vanc:om:er 
Co..{uitlam (Towncentte) 
Sum:y (!\~,.~on) 
K.eloYon:t 
Rumahy (Riw""'ay) 
SUIT'C:)' (~c,.1on) 
Coquitl.am (10wncrntrc) 
l<Ainlooi>S 
North Vancoo\·cr 
North VancotJH'r 
Rumab) (Rh·e""'aY) 
Prince Goorge 
Nanaimo (Mariner Field) 
N<Hth VancoU\er 
PtinceG~.'Of£~ 
Coquidam (Towncetllre) 
) 
Sat\lrdly, Oc:IObt.."r 17. 2009 
TRlJ at Kwantkn 
lJilCO at !luui!IH 
eup;lano at Qu<" 
Lanaua I at I Vlll 
Sunday. October 18. 2009 
UBCO 0 at I K"'-antlen 
TIIU 0 aJ I Doug!"' 
l..angara 6 al 0 Quest 
Capilano 2 at S \1U 
12•00 pm. 
J:OOrrn 
I•OO pm 
1.00 pm 
12•00 pm 
t:!:OOpm 
I 2:00pm 
t ~:OOpm 
Surrey (Newton) 
Coquitla.m (Tov.TICCOtc) 
Squami41 
Nana.imo (Mariner Field) 
Surrey(fl,;e~t~.1<lfll 
Coquillam (Townccntc:) 
Squamish 
'lanaimo (M.arintr field) 
BCCAA Provincial ChnmpionshiJr.' (October 23-25. 2009J 
~ litaWiflllt tJula -
<<.<0 
-8 
....J 
±.1...=. 
+ 24 
+ 8 
-13 
·18 
•.. :~ 
S~...e.~ ~ PDR· •·S~ 
The perfect final four in baseball 
The remaining four teams competing for the World Series all make great stories 
By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
I t isn't particularly difficult to find flaws in Major League Baseball's playoff format. Arguments have been 
made in the past that not enough teams 
qualify each October or that the first round 
of the playoffs are nothing more than a 
crapshoot with the lightning fast best-of-
five structure. Without a doubt, there's 
merit to those gripes, but it's hard to deny 
that the 2009 post season could be one of 
baseball's best. 
With the second round ALCS just 
kicking off, all four remaining teams 
not only deserve to be there, but also all 
come with compelling stories that would 
make a World Series victory all the more 
meaningful. 
For the New York Yankees, 2009 is 
all about the return of the dynasty. Mter 
years adrift in bloated free agent signings 
and in-clubhouse turmoil, baseball's more 
storied franchise is back with a vengeance. 
The team blew away the rest of the league 
in the regular season and the Minnesota 
Twins in the ALDS, and they have to be 
considered heavy favourites to win it all 
this year. 
New York finally appears to have 
settled. The team appears to have accepted 
Joe Girardi as manager and has moved 
on from the messy Joe Torre departure 
two years ago. All of their major signings 
this year, Mark Teixeira, C.C. Sabathia 
and AJ. Burnett most prominent among 
them, have worked out beautifully and all 
have been brilliant so far in the playoffs. 
Much maligned superstar Alex Rodriguez 
is finally delivering in the clutch and the 
Yankees really seem to be a real team 
again. 
Then there is New York's opponent 
in the ALCS, the Anaheim Angels. The 
Angels were bound together by tragedy in 
April when a drunk driver ran a red light 
and killed rookie pitcher NickAdenhart. 
He was just 22. Since then, the Angels 
have far from forgotten him. 
Adenhart's locker remains untouched 
and the Angels play with a #34, his 
number, patch above their hearts. A 
number of Anaheim players have talked 
about the emotion they feel this post-
season because of Adenhart and that their 
goal is to present his parents with a World 
Series championship ring . 
In the National League, the 
Philadelphia Phillies are looking to 
repeat as World Series champions after 
winning it all last season. They've been 
bolstered by a rejuvenated Pedro Martinez 
and dominated the NL East this year, 
winning by six games . If Philadelphia is 
to win this year, they ' ll be the first repeat 
World Series winners since the legendary 
Yankees dynasty of the late '90s and early 
21" century. 
To do that though, the Phillies need 
to get past the Los Angeles Dodgers, who 
have been one of baseball's best surprises 
this year. If LA. can make it to the 
World Series, it'll be a blockbuster event 
regardless of who they face. 
First off, there is the possibility of an 
all-LA. final this year for the first time in 
modem history if both the Dodgers and the 
Angels advance and while the MLB head 
office would despise an all-West Coast 
final, there's no denying it'd be unique. 
If we see a Dodgers-Yankees final 
though, it would pit LA. manager Joe 
Torre against his former team where he 
built his legacy, not to mention the two 
biggest media markets on the planet going 
head to head. 
No matter who wins the World Series 
though, this has to be considered a real 
win for every baseball fan out there. Sit 
back and enjoy this one folks, this will go 
down as one of the best ever. 
Canuclls Gerner Garth Mclennan sports editor 
Canucks' injuries could decimate team scoring 
0 ver the past several years the Vancouver Canucks have been able to contend and compete 
strongly in the Northwest Division by 
staying relatively healthy. Yes, Roberto 
Luongo has gone down a few times 
for short spurts but on the whole, the 
Canucks have been bale to keep almost 
all of their key guys off theIR. 
For example, last season both 
the Sedin twins, Ryan Kesler, Alex 
Burrows, Willie Mitchell and Mathias 
Ohlund all played the full 82 game 
schedule. Perhaps not coincidentally, all 
of them except Ohlund were nominated 
for the team MVP award. Steve Bernier 
played 81 games while Alex Edler 
suited up 80 times. Sure, Sarni Salo 
once again struggled through numerous 
injuries but Kevin Bieksa, who led the 
squad's defence in scoring, was around 
for 72 games . Shane O'Brian played 
76 times. As a whole, Vancouver's core 
defence lost just 40 games to injury last 
year and 22 of those can be credited to 
Salo. 
This year though, things aren't 
team's top prospect has a bulging disc 
in his back, it was a huge setback for 
both him and the Canucks when he was 
returned to junior because he couldn' t 
keep up with an NHL pace. Hodgson 
was supposed to make the team this year 
and be a supplementary scoring threat 
and a Calder Trophy candidate to take 
some of the pressure off the Sedins . 
Defenseman Mathieu Schneider 
was signed during the summer to 
provide depth and lend experience 
to the Canucks' blueline. However, 
complications with off-season shoulder 
surgery kept the 41-year-old veteran 
off the ice and there is no timetable for 
his return. With Salo out, the sooner 
Schneider can come back and make an 
impact, the better. 
On top of all this, Pavol Demitra 
has suffered a major setback during 
rehab for his own shoulder injury. He 
was originally expected back in the 
line-up some time in late October, but 
that has now gone out the window 
completely. The latest talk has been 
that Demitra will be out for the entire 
"This appears to be the perfect time to give Michael 
Grabner or Sergei Shirokov another shot." 
looking as good. Daniel Sedin, who in 
the past six years has missed exactly 
one game, broke his foot in a loss to 
Columbus and will be shelved for four 
to six weeks. No matter which way 
you slice it, that's a devastating blow 
to the Vancouver offence. Losing the 
finishing half of a tandem that produced 
164 points last year is a bitter pill to 
swallow; no matter how many times 
Alain Vigneault tells you that everyone 
is going to have to step up. 
Then, to make things worse, Salo 
(surprise!) hurt his knee in the Canucks' 
first game without Daniel against the 
Dallas Stars. It's unknown how long 
Salo will be sidelined and even though 
Vancouver squeaked out a 4-3 shootout 
victory over Dallas, that can't be a 
positive. At least the Canucks are deep 
on the back end. 
Then there's Cody Hodgson . While 
it has been well documented that 1 'H 
season. 
Where Vancouver goes from here is 
the real question now. All of the scoring 
pressure now falls to Henrik Sedin 
(who, to be fair, has been brilliant so far) 
and guys like Burrows and Bernier will 
need to continue their strong play. 
Looking to the Moose though, 
this appears to be the perfect time 
to give Michael Grabner or Sergei 
Shirokov another shot. While Grabner 
disappeared in the pre-season and 
Shirokov was invisible early in the 
regular season, both guy are clearly 
loaded with skill and have impressive 
numbers to back that up in the AHL 
and the Russian leagues . If things don't 
work out with them then they don't 
work out- but this would be a golden 
opportunity to give both guys are good 
shot with front line ice time. 
By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
Heading into every new NHL season, it always seems like there is a big name entering into the final year 
of his contract with his future up in the 
air. The smart money usually leads to said 
player departing from his team in favour of 
greener, and richer, pastures. 
Two years ago it was Ryan Smyth, 
who was shipped out of Edmonton for a 
brief stay with the New York Islanders 
before signing a long term money deal 
with the Colorado Avalanche that summer. 
Last season it was Marian Hossa, who was 
traded from the dismal Atlanta Thrashers 
to the Pittsburgh Penguins, also at the trade 
deadline. Hossa then inked a one-year 
contract with the Detroit Red Wings before 
signing the rest of his career to the Chicago 
Blackhawks this summer. 
This year, the top prospective player to 
be moved is Atlanta's Ilya Kovalchuk. He's 
spent his entire career with the Thrashers 
and during his eight seasons with the club 
the team has made the playoffs just once, 
in 2006-07, and that ended quickly at the 
hands of the New York Rangers, who swept 
them in four straight games. At the end 
of this season, finally, Kovalchuk will be 
an unrestricted free agent, and despite the 
constant talk from Thrashers management 
about how getting him back under contract 
11va llovalchull 
at any price is their top priority, why would 
he stay? 
After all, Kovalchuk can fetch top 
market dollar basically anywhere. During 
his eight NHL seasons, Kovalchuk has 
proven himself to be one of the most 
skilled, dynamic players in the game. He's 
twice scored 50 goals in a season and has 
failed to reach 40 just twice. In 2003-04, 
he tied for the league lead in goals with 
41. Last season he posted a career best in 
points with 91 to go with his 43 tallies (that 
largely unnoticed and has flown under the 
radar for much of his career. Unfortunately, 
much of that can be attributed to him toiling 
away in Atlanta, which has to go down 
as one of the most sad-sack franchises 
in sports history. Had Kovalchuk not 
been hidden away down south in relative 
obscurity, he would be a regular MVP 
candidate. 
Think of how valuable an asset this 
guy would be to a club like Vancouver, 
or any team for that matter. Consider 
"Kovalchuk goes largely unnoticed and has flown under the 
radar for much of his career. Unfortunately, much of that can be 
attributed to him toiling away in Atlanta, which has to go down as 
one of the most sad-sack franchises in sports history." 
ranked him fourth in the NHL), and that 
was with what can charitably be described 
as a glorified farm team when you look at 
the overall Atlanta roster last year. 
At 26, Kovalchuk, who became the 
first Russian player ever taken first overall 
in the NHL entry draft when he was 
selected back in 2001, is only now entering 
his prime. While he is easily one of the 
most dangerous snipers of the past decade, 
Kovalchuk plays a powerful game, aided by 
his big 6-foot-2, 235-pound frame. 
Despite shining statistics that have 
made him a favourite of hockey pool 
veterans everywhere, Kovalchuk goes 
this, in the last four years playing for 
Atlanta-Atlanta!-the only person that 
has more NHL goals than Kovalchuk is 
Alexander Ovechkin. He's the only one. In 
the past four seasons, or since the lockout, 
Kovalchuk has racked up 52, 42, 52 and 
43 goals, placing him third, eighth, second 
and fourth overall in the NHL. That's pretty 
incredible. 
Now put him on a team like San 
Jose or Vancouver and think of where 
his numbers could be. Imagine a guy like 
Kovalchuk taking passes from the Sedin 
twins all season long. This season is 
basically an audition for Kovalchuk to show 
off his wares, and he started off strong. In 
just three games he scored five times and 
added an assist. 
Now, the odds of Kovalchuk returning 
to the Thrashers are slim. He's said that 
the team will need to show significant 
improvement this year in order for him to 
even consider re-signing and it's a long shot 
for Atlanta to be much better than their 76 
points and J31h place Eastern Conference 
finish last season. 
The Thrashers will understandably 
want a king's ransom at the deadline from 
any team that wants to acquire Kovalchuk, 
so he might not even be dealt at all. He 
could just wait the year out and sign 
with the highest bidder next summer. 
Interestingly, Vancouver could be in the mix 
for his services. Trading for him is out of 
the question, but they could possibly absorb 
his salary in the $8 million range next year 
when Roberto Luongo's new deal kicks in 
and his cap hit decreases to $5.3 million. 
It's a long shot, but it's not impossible. 
The real losers in all of this are the few 
fans Atlanta actually has. For years now, 
Kovalchuk has been the only legitimate 
reason to come and see the Thrashers 
play and losing him, combined with a 
smorgasbord of sports options in the Atlanta 
area, could be the death knell for this 
franchise. 
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'Other' News 
Continued on page 25 ..... 
Lightfoot's smooth, calming voice used to negotiate Arab-l, raell peace 
. . 
This Hour Has 22 Minutes search for black cast member 
obviously just an attempt to get someone to play Obama 
Making the openly disingenuous claim that they are seeking "greater diversity in our cast," 
producers of the satirical CBC comedy This 
Hour Has 22 Minutes put out a recruiting 
call for black, male actors this week, in what 
observers have dubbed a painfully obvious 
attempt to scrape up someone to play U.S. 
President Barack Obama. 
"22 Minutes is looking for a dynamic, 
hilarious new member of our troupe , 
preferably of Mrican or Mro-Caribbean 
heritage, to play a variety of roles on one 
of Canada's best-loved comedy programs," 
stated a CBC press release. "Though we 
have full faith in the talents of our current 
cast, we are also sensitive to the need for 
the 22 Minutes crew to accurately. reflect the 
multicultural face of contemporary Canada. 
Though we may be a comedy program, we 
take seriously the CBC mandate to employ 
Canadians from all walks of life, including 
members of racial and ethnic minority 
groups . Prospective black actors must be tall 
and slim, with large ears and a charismatic 
speaking voice capable of convincing 
millions to believe that change is possible." 
"From flamboyant Zimbabwean tyrant 
Robert Mugabe, to partisan firebrand Jesse 
Jackson, to Hollywood superstar Will Smith, 
our new cast member will be used to parody 
a wide variety of politicians and celebrities 
from around the world," the press release 
continued, listing three individuals who have 
never, and will never be parodied on the 
program. 
Sources close to the CBC speaking on 
the condition of confidentiality confirm that 
while the new actor will spent upwards of 90 
per cent of his 22 Minutes career parodying 
the U.S. president, the possibility that he will 
occasionally be asked to appear in drag and 
portray Governor General Michaelle Jean 
"has not been ruled out." 
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